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have served as a background for my reflections in both practical and 
theoretical form. 
The emphasis in my practice lies on mediating social / political issues, 
creating space for reflection as an antidote to mass media, claiming 
public space, and researching tactical (inter)passivity. Often treating 
subjects / objects that are perceived as being on the verge of what is 
deemed as commonly acceptable, the projects in which I am involved 
frequently scrutinize variable system disorders, examining the relation 
between specific social groups or society as a whole, politics and various 
system environments. 

Conceivably, the following text provides a natural way of addressing the 
concerns, critiques and hopes that I have observed and analyzed. What 
struck me many times over the past years, especially in the context of 
Dutch art academies and social / political groups active in the Nether-
lands during the recent 10-15 year period, is the complete interpassive 
approach in one’s practice, the lack of deeper analyses in one’s tactics 
and abstaining from looking at the broader context of historical and po-
litical aspects of post-colonial Netherlands, that exactly is forming the 
framework (or perhaps I should state: a playground) for artists, activists 
and hackers.  

Artists collective Claire Fontaine has stated in a recent interview for 
Texte zur Kunst:  

“ Art has now became a land for political refugees. It allows the possibilities to 
survive. Using all media, including theory, is a political choice for us. We refuse 
hierarchy that sees visual expression as being inferior to theory.” 

Exactly in order to challenge the hierarchy in art and to address the 
dichotomies: interactivity / interpassivity and lack of / need to make art 
politically or make political art, writing a theoretical text is one of the 
tools I use as a mediator.

Preface

Every time I present my work and mention the name of the department 
where I study, I am constantly being asked to repeat and explain what 
‘Interaction Design / Unstable Media’ means. It seems that for the most 
part this name is already complicated to decrypt. People often think of 
highly advanced technological works and do not ‘connect’ the fact that 
they encounter interaction on every level, every day and that design is 
not only about making products, but also about designing / mediating 
situations. Also the notion of media and their instability, which again 
is linked to very dynamic and expanding systems / environments that 
we are surrounded by, seem to raise questions. These precise questions 
are proof to some degree of an (inter)passivity among people (and fel-
low artists), or lack thereof reflection and analyses on the situations / 
objects / subjects that one encounters in everyday life; triggering me to 
write the following paper.
Standing on the intersection of activism and arts, being on the verge of 
different (sub)cultures and social experiments, the experience of living 
in two entirely different political systems – never belonging anywhere, 
but more as an eternal nomad with a burden of various and often frag-
mented experiences, I try to analyze and understand the situation / en-
vironment I find myself in at a given moment. All these intersections 
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Introduction

The term interactivity, that is being active through another - allowing 
for the new to emerge, is often being used as over simplification of social 
or technological dynamics. Interaction is a process of continual action 
and reaction between two parties (whether living or machine). Notion 
of interactivity can be connected to theory of open work introduced al-
ready in 1962 by Umberto Eco. Open work that is characterized by gaps 
and spaces, ambiguities and possibilities for an intervention, which en-
courage the interpretation or participation. By an unfinished, variable 
form of work, the public can gain its freedom and can create its own 
experience as a co-author and bring up / project their own desires. To 
exercise this freedom, an artist should take a distance from its authori-
tarian creative will. In last decades the term “interactive” has been used 
in context of social life, politics, culture and education. It seems we are 
in a middle of an “interactive” invasion. After analyzing this so-called 
“interactivity”, the conclusion can be made that behind the façade of 

interactivity, a rather pure interpassive process can be found that func-
tions merely as an illusion, a symbolic exchange. In the new media art, 
interactivity is often (wrongly) associated with pressing the button, thus 
exercising (within) a form of pre-designed controlled system. However, 
concept of interactivity is rather bound up with an open end, thus modi-
fiable work. In that context, the interactive aspect can be seen as part of 
social design, which precisely undermines the controllable.

What happened to the pure form of interactivity and its participatory 
practices? When did interpassivity become the standard operational 
mode?  

Interpassivity is not only deeply rooted in late capitalism, but is a re-
sult of capitalism, which eradicates differences and generates indeci-
sion. Mass consumerism, expansion of media culture and post-fordist 
instability leads further to powerlessness and mediocrity. Meaning and 
engagement have been eradicated due to enormous speed of communi-
cation and saturation of images. Accessibility to the wide range of media 
made it possible to become extension of the media. Interpassivity is 
thus not only delegating to the other or enjoying through the other, but 
can be also seen as an escape route from compulsory participation, that 
especially in the last decades manifested itself in the form of consump-
tion and constant decision-making (whether it comes to picking up a 
product at a supermarket, choosing command in interactive media in-
stallation, selecting program on TV or electing new representatives for 
government). The surplus of choice overwhelmed us.

The desire for change and the striving for a new kind of ‘freedom’ and 
more participatory engagement forms that came from the late sixties 
/ beginning of the seventies ended up in failure. Social movements / 
groups have been either institutionalized or marginalized. Similar de-
velopments have taken place in the cultural field: conceptual art tried 
to challenge modernism and connect arts with social and political issues 
and attempted to abolish object status and commodity fetishism. Both 
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becomes evident when one sees the number of cultural institutions and 
initiatives taking place in  postindustrial spaces such as old mines and 
factories. Concerning the ‘creative class’, the evacuation of meaning can 
be thus seen as result of precarious state: one cannot bring more up than 
entertainment. 

Interdisciplinarity, multimediality, interactivity and conceptuality are 
four aspects of design / gesamkunstwerk / gestalt widely implement-
ed in art education and the art market. The first three aspects are also 
qualities instilled by advanced capitalism and are often connected to 
exploitation and power formation. The only free-floating field in this 
formation is conceptuality. Yet, this is the very aspect that is not often, 
given enough attention during art education, nor is thoroughly analyzed 
in western art academies.  

Nowadays social movements / groups face similar problems to those 
faced by artists. Many bluntly reproduce tactics implemented in the six-
ties and seventies, without actually taking time to analyze the situation 
of “now” (that is hyper-capitalism) and try to think of and invent new 
tactics. Therefore the social / political groups are often only interpassive 
agents. When traditional resistance is no longer possible, new subver-
sion should become the only possible way. In the last decade there have 
been several successful attempts to exercise resistance in a new form: as 
a decentralized, self organized transnational network. The artists and 
artist groups whom interweave with these networks and in some cases 
become initiators. However, this practice is until now not widely estab-
lished and still activism and art are being arbitrarily separated. 

Due to the merging of social groups and art in the last decades, and  in-
creased overlapping fields of involvement in political and social issues, 
I want to propose in this text that there is not a singular notion of an 
artist, a hacker, an activist, but a hybrid directly formed by the four as-
pects of design / Gesamkunstwerk, which I identify as a ‘mediator’ (that 
connects specific communities).  

art and social movement were seeking and creating basis for a practice 
focused on actions and processes along the lines that combine the arts, 
the everyday, and politics. 

Later the need for art works to be described as political became a neces-
sity to repress awareness of the almost complete failure of the transfer 
of radical cultural emancipation since the sixties to the political, legal 
and social infrastructure of society. This desire for change has been  re-
produced in the cultural sector for the last 15-20 years. The subversive 
aspect in some cases have become a kind of tranquilizer, allowing art-
ists to take a part in the political game without a real commitment to 
it, making political awareness a form of unacknowledged de-politiciza-
tion.

On the contrary, many young artists and art students from the advanced 
capitalist world show complete detachment and lack of urgency in deal-
ing with social and political issues and instead mainly reproduce abstrac-
tion, and works based on the aspects of modernism. By doing so, they 
perfectly fit (and feed) into late capitalist modes of production. Perhaps 
this lack of urgency and evacuation of meaning is a result of labor flex-
ibility, the pathological, intensified exploitation employed during (art) 
education and on the (job) market. The wide-spread precariousness has 
made a significant impact on the cultural industry. The privatization of 
knowledge (known in Europe as the “Bologna reform”) and education’s 
loss of funding  pressure the students, who not only have much restricted 
time in which they are expected to graduate, but also need to cover ever-
growing study expenses by themselves. Such a process leads to (self) ex-
ploitation and has an impact on the quality of knowledge gained. Thus 
already in the education process, potential “human resources” are being 
prepared for a future of precarious labour. In the cultural field, most of 
jobs are not defined by fixed rules, number of hours per week, or salary. 
After the displacement of various industries to developing countries, 
leading to the disappearance of the traditional working class, its im-
mediate replacement has taken place by a so-called ‘creative class’. This 
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Just as with the overflowing boundaries of art and design, I propose a 
dissolution of the distinction between artist, hacker, activist and a focus 
on new models of participation and confrontation and the possibility of 
using new media in a tactical way. How to mediate social indifference, 
and de-conspire forms of enslavement? How to reconnect to the web of 
social exchanges, without using dominant media? And if one needs to 
use dominant media, how to hack / alter them in order not to become a 
justifiable leach for technology companies, fully integrated in their user 
/ target group? 

When one acknowledges interpassivity, is it possible to use it as a tacti-
cal tool? Or should our function as mediator be limited to resurrecting 
the multitude towards interactivity, even though most of the people are 
tired of being active? What are the possible strategies and tactics that 
should be considered by mediators (artists, activists, hackers)? I will fur-
ther outline different ways of tactical engagement as in performances of 
the Yes Men, to the more subtle way of hacking media in public space 
employed by Recyclism in the project ‘2.4Ghz™ from surveillance to 
broadcast’ where Recyclism uses a wireless video receiver to hack into 
wireless surveillance cameras, to Park Fiction, a project in Hamburg 
initiated by artists to halt gentrification in their neighborhood (turn-
ing wasteland that was ready for redeveloping by real estate agencies in 
St.Pauli into a park, by intervening directly in the planning process and 
forming experimental collectives to launch diverse activities in the park 
by employing an often absurdist imaginary). 

The mediator should be therefore an active chaoid, not transposing 
long existing tactics, but engaging in search of new tactics and strate-
gies. Constantly in flux - trying to overcome a limit, to mutate. In this 
text I will attempt to point out that dis-ease and other forms of tactical 
malfunction exercised by a mediator, are the only, perhaps cannibalistic, 
forms to overcome the capitalist paradigm. 
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Surrounded by new media 
- excess for all

Through the spread of (multi)media and its relatively easy accessibility, 
media lost its previously perceived innocence and neutrality, having left 
significant marks upon society and culture. During previous decades ec-
static statements have been made that new media have (positive) poten-
tial to cause far reaching change within society and culture. After close 
examination on social, cultural and political levels - such statements 
indeed can be seen as legitimate, but one aspect has to be stressed: 
through the extreme mediatization (expanded integration in everyday 
life) we became an extension of the media. We do not simply use media, 
we are being used by the media. The more we let ourselves be embraced 
by the media, the more mediocre we become as users.1

1   Radicale middelmatigheid, Henk Oosterling (2002; Boom) p.12
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Illusion of interactivity and interpassive 
fallout

Activity was the main characteristic of modernity. From the sixties 
on the modern citizen became an active force in changing reality and 
through its affirmative participation and deliberation managed to in-
corporate personal and social emancipation. The citizen became an in-
teractive subject and diverse institutions accommodated them in their 
pursuits.2

2   Interactive metal fatigue. The interpassive transformation of modern life, Gijs van 
Oenen (31 august 2007, presentations at Studiedag Theaterwetenschap, Brakke Grond, 
Amsterdam) Accessed September 2009  
www2.eur.nl/fw/law/texts/lecture%2031082007.rtf

Every attempt to disconnect, leave us unfulfilled and nervous. This 
emotional approach is no longer reserved for nerds. We simply cannot 
live without a credit card (that may limit our mobility, since we cannot 
book an airplane or train ticket, nor reserve a car or hotel), a phone (lack 
of possibility to reach and be reachable), internet (we cannot commu-
nicate with our friends and we cannot “follow” them through networks 
such as facebook or twitter, nor read news). Even although we believe 
that we “interact” with the media, new media gives us possibility to be 
interpassive, precisely because they help us (mediate) investigate the 
world we live in and form our cultural representation; through them we 
delegate larger chunks of our consumption and enjoyment. This inves-
tigation and understanding of the world in the context of new media 
often means that mediation is done through virtual space. Whether it is 
an internet or other computer-related space, it seems that the interface 
/ filter is needed to be able to deal with the “real” world. Precisely why 
our perception of space is so much altered, we refer to everyday tasks 
performed in reality, in virtual manner. We compare our real life experi-
ences by stating: “it felt as it was a movie” or “it was like video game”.

The end of the grand narrative is connected to the rise of new media, 
replacing it with a nonlinear database, without a beginning and an end. 
New media are the ultimate outcome of postmodernism.

The dynamic complex environment, where all elements are being con-
stantly added, updated, replaced, re-linked, re-structured, creates the 
need for constant consumption and the compulsive need to stay “up 
to date” and to be linked to a network. For most of us, stepping back is 
no longer an option. The dynamic, interactive environments and ever 
growing number of possibilities, leaves us - de-signers, endusers, con-
sumers, - numb and exhausted, incapable to act. Still we stay attached, 
strongly believing in the realization of our “freedom” through access to 
media.
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Also through growing access to media (from consumer goods to high 
tech systems/networks) interactivity became wide spread phenomena. 
Many static structures and relations have been replaced by the interac-
tive. Nowadays in popular culture this term is mainly being used to ex-
plain relations within communication technologies, though can be still 
observed on all levels of modern life. On other hand, exactly through 
participation on all different levels (politics, housing, education, labour, 
media, art), we became in a short time obsessively, compulsory engaged. 
Overwhelmed and still maniacally active, the modern citizen became 
an interpassive subject. Unable to enjoy and consume all the interactive 
possibilities, the postmodern citizen starts to delegate (or outsource) 
to other human beings or machines. In the case of new media art, in-
terpassivity means that the work engages or consumes itself and viewer 
/ participator becomes obsolete in this process. The participator is no 
longer needed to add to or complete artwork.

Interactivity is also one of the key concepts of new media, along with 
demassification and asynchronicity.3 In the new media, the notion of 
interactivity is often used to describe high-tech installation that accepts 
user input, rather then low-budget action. Whether in the case of an 
action (happening, intervention) where one can still describe it as inter-
active, or in the case of high tech new media installations, this notion is 
problematic and raises confusion. This is paradoxical to a strong belief 
in interactivity in the field of technology and new media. Is interac-
tion possible in pre-designed controlled systems with a limited set of 
encounters? Is an installation that engages itself interactive? Or it can 
rather be described as reactive or interpassive?

In the last 15-20 years, an interesting development can be observed in 
the field of new / digital media arts: projecting a growing number of 
so-called interactive works. This hype has been partly facilitated by the 
development of - and access to - communication network technologies. 

3   Research methods and the new media,  Williams, Rice, Rogers (1988, Free Press)

Many have been positively emphasizing the potential of interactivity 
- the fact that the visitor no longer has to be a passive viewer, but that 
an artwork “invites” visitor to participate actively and contribute to de-
veloping of the artwork. Through artistic arrangements, new temporary 
non-object related forms of participation are also being created, for ex-
ample, social interaction as a game in public space or expanded forms 
of psycho-geography where participants have certain tasks to complete, 
besides simply wandering alone. Artwork is no longer a hermetically 
closed object / subject but allows, through participation, for the new to 
emerge.
After the interactive hype in the ‘90s, a counter-notion was introduced 
by Robert Pfaller and Slavoj Žižek to describe such practice: interpas-
sivity. In actually, Pfaller and Žižek (philosophers) were not the first to 
address this issue. Artist Mona Sarkis argued in her paper ‘Interactivity 
means interpassivity’ written in 1993: 

“(...) no meaningful communication - in the sense of a true ex-
change of ideas, thoughts, opinions, or discussion - can never 
emerge from a programmed technology. What we get instead is a 
simple alternation, based on the rules set by the programmer. This 
is the first reason why ‘interactivity’ reveals itself to be aimed at 
passivity.  The user remains a ‘user’ who does not magically turn 
into a ‘creator’ (as we are constantly led to believe) but will con-
tinue to resemble a puppet responding to the artist’s / technician’s 
programmed vision.” 4 

Sarkis highly criticized further naivety of many artists and theoreti-
cians, who are led to believe the interactive paradigm that is being par-
tially evoked by the technology industry, sponsoring various artists and 
(art) events. Even when taking into account the technological expanse 

4   Interactivity means interpassivity, Mona Sarkis, Media Information Australia no. 69 
- August 1993, p. 13-16; Sarkis an ‘interactive’ artist herself, has also exhibited among 
others at Prix Ars Electronica in 1991, where she received honorary mention for her 
installation. In above mentioned paper she fiercely criticized David Rokeby who wrote 
in Prix Ars Electronica catalogue in 1991: “ The diffuse, parallel nature of the interac-
tion and the intensity of the interactive feedback loop can produce a state that is almost 
shamanistic. The self expands (and loses itself) to fill the installation environment and by 
implication the world.”
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and sophisticated media introduced since then, nearly two decades later 
Sarkis’ critique is still painfully valid. Pfaller and Žižek analyzed and 
criticized interactivity from cultural and philosophical contexts, in rela-
tion to issues of postmodern society. Žižek argues that interpassivity is 
delegated pleasure through others, believing or enjoying through the 
other.5 Instead of (direct) participation, one is active through the other 
and can remain passive or engage in another type of (inter)activity.

To describe this process, Žižek often uses the example of the VCR. 
When one does not want to miss a film, but also decides to spend time 
somewhere else instead of watching the film on TV, one sets the VCR 
automatically to record the film during one’s absence. Afterward, one 
checks whether the film has been recorded and with satisfaction, stores 
the recorded tape on the shelf for future viewing. Usually the film has 
not being watched in the future, but one is aware of the fact the film has 
been stored. In this context, actually the VCR itself is the medium that 
enjoys for one, in other words one has delegated its pleasure and to save 
one’s precious time by allowing the VCR to watch the film instead. One 
is passive through the other, gives way to the other the passive aspect 
(in this case enjoyment), while one can remain actively engaged in other 
fields. The pleasure consists of not having to live through everything 
oneself and creates the illusion of being more free / having more time. 
That is, Žižek arguments a false activity: one thinks that one is active, 
while the true position is passive.6  Interaction is thus criticized as simu-
lation of activity.

If one cannot be passive (exactly because of the burden of modernity 
telling the subject to be active and the anxiety raised by not fulfilling this 
claim), to stay active, one has to be more passive through the other (the 
more one is active, the more one must be passive in another place).

5   The interpassive subject, Slavoj Žižek, accessed february 2006 http://www.egs.edu/fac-
ulty/zizek/zizek-the-interpassive-subject.html

6   idem

While Žižek connects this concept to psychoanalysis (or rather its use 
as a tool for analysis), using examples from pop culture and history (TV 
sitcoms with canned laughter fulfilling the function of choir in Greek 
theatre who cried and laughed instead of observers); in parallel Pfaller, 
also employs psychoanalysis, focusing primarily on art. Within Pfaller’s 
discourse, he acknowledges both concepts being paradoxical and dif-
ficult to grasp theoretically.
Pfaller writes that: “in the case of interpassive art, a masterpiece would 
observe itself, relieving the observers from this task (pleasure)”. How-
ever, I do not think that the artwork “observes itself ”, but rather con-
sumes or engages itself.  That could be clearly seen in the installation by 
Jochem van der Spek ‘Drawing Robot’. In this software based installa-
tion, a robot generates drawings and lets itself “be inspired” by the dif-
ference of what robot expected and what the result is. Not only does the 
author try to create illusion that the robot is capable of being “inspired” 
by itself, to which it reacts, but exactly through this process relieves the 
artist himself from the act of drawing, as well as suggesting to other art-
ists that they can just as well stop with drawings and do something else 
instead. Not only is the visitor a passive observer here, but also visiting 
artists are left obsolete in the practice of art in general. All possible 
(inter)actions have been replaced by the machine itself. The only pos-
sible activity was during the making and programming of the machine 
and once complete, the machine leads its own life. In the drawing robot 
installation, double interpassivity can be observed: an interpassive artist 
who wants to delegate its own pleasure and an interpassive media, to 
whom the interpassive artist / people can delegate their pleasure.7

To explain the escape into interpassive behavior, Pfaller describes inter-
passivity as anti-ideological behavior, arguing that it is a tool to let one-

7   Backup of Little Gestures of Disappearance: Interpassivity and the Theory of Ritual,
Robert Pfaller, accessed February 2006 
http://www.csudh.edu/dearhabermas/interpassbk01.htm
Published in Journal of European Psychoanalysis: Humanities, Philosophy, Psychothera-
pies, Number 16 - Winter-Spring 2003;
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self loose in self-forgetfulness in order to not become the self-conscious 
subject. It is a strategy of identity to thus avoid becoming a subject.8 

The abandonment of subjectivity is also being described as a philo-
sophical concept in the works of Gilles Deleuze, among others. This 
escape is perhaps a natural reaction. Deleuze argues: subjectivity is not 
a given, it is always under construction; like an assemblage of elements, 
it is constantly being shifted. It is also close to the notion of the Body 
without Organs (initiated by Artaud and later Deleuze), a strategy that 
helps free us (subjects) from the strata that constitute us as humans. 
Still, it is a process that cannot entirely break away from a system that 
it desires to escape from. Avoidance in becoming a subject by escaping 
into interpassivity can be also seen as a pause between action and reac-
tion that allows certain amount of freedom, offering the possibility for 
a more creative response to the world. In that context, interpassive be-
havior can be seen, to certain extent, as a positive reaction. Considering 
that interpassivity is deeply interwoven in all levels of life, the question 
raised here is: are most of the humans capable of emerging from standby 
mode?

Further on, Pfaller draws the connection between interpassivity and the 
theory of interpellation introduced by Louis Althusser. The invocation 
(interpellation) is based in every ideology, in which the manifesting sys-
tem calls out to individuals who by recognizing themselves in this call, 
become subjected.9 Through this process of recognition, the individual 
constitutes itself as a subject. Interpassivity is thus the rejection of such 
an invocation and can be seen as a strategy of critical de-subjectivity.

This dilemma was also tackled by philosopher Mladen Dolar: either to 
be a subject, actively shaping the world around oneself, interacting with 

8   Ästhetik der Interpassivität, Robert Pfaller, Philo Fine arts, 2008, p.16 )

9   idem p.180  

it, or to give a way to enjoyment, entrust oneself to (inter)passivity.10 The 
question raised is whether one can gain certain balance between activity 
and passivity.

The analysis of Pfaller and Žižek, were further conceptualized and vali-
dated in broader social, political and cultural fields by Dutch theorist, 
Gijs van Oenen. According to van Oenen, interactivity in social life is 
welcomed by both institutions and individual citizens, but exactly the 
demands of interactivity seem to overburden both. And precisely this 
inability and confrontation of its own failure, leads again to the notion 
of interpassivity that is being manifested as aversion, capsularization, 
detachment, disinterest and outsourcing.11 Furthermore, van Oenen 
outlined the symptoms in contemporary society that make the transfor-
mation from interactivity to interpassivity more evident:
- loss of autonomy (inability to act on self-imposed rules),
- outsourcing of capabilities for action in public life (paradoxical de-
mands of a modern citizen, who wants to be involved and influence 
policy, but at the same demands more acting on its behalf from state or 
politicians),
- a dialectic of engagement and detachment (a modern citizen who is on 
one hand very critical of a institutional arrangements and on other hand 
emotionally and discursively attached to them),
- lack of orientation (modern citizen who is neither for nor against but 
merely present and functioning more as a witness).12

The latter is also side-effect generated by the overwhelming presence 
of the media.

Translating this concept to artistic practice: the loss of autonomy is a 
paradox that many artists and designers are dealing with: proclaiming 

10   The enjoying machine, Mladen Dolar.

11   Interactive metal fatigue. The interpassive transformation of modern life, Gijs van 
Oenen (31 august 2007, presentations at Studiedag Theaterwetenschap, Brakke Grond, 
Amsterdam)

12   idem
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themselves as autonomous, but still working in a service sector, or heav-
ily relying on either state subsidies or commissioned work by private / 
corporate companies, that through their rules exactly restrict certain 
creative freedom of expression. This is especially visible in case of more 
politically engaged work.

The outsourcing of capabilities can be noticed in an artist’s practice, 
who - completely overwhelmed by the number of commissioned works 
that need to be completed or simply by the wide range of media that 
need to be used to finalize the work - delegate either partial or whole 
processes of production and assembly to third parties. Secondly, assis-
tants and curators mount the work on a display, leaving an artist only in 
the position of a manager, who can either be satisfied by the results or 
can express discontent and delegate again certain processes. On other 
side, the outsourcing of capabilities in one’s practice can be seen as a 
tactical move, precisely to underline this problematic.

The dialectic of engagement and detachment can be explained through 
the example of an artist who on one hand is highly critical of an art 
/ cultural institutions, but still is embedded within the institutional 
structure. Again, as in the example above, this can be part of a concept 
intentionally employed as a form of critique.

Finally, the lack of orientation, or what I referred earlier as lack of en-
gagement, is perhaps the most widespread symptom and can be ob-
served specially in media art, where an artist or hacker embraces tech-
nology and incorporates it into its project, without analysis or deeper 
critical research on the origin and social and political impact that these 
media may have. That also applies to artists who do not position them-
selves within certain context, but instead only reproduce abstract works 
without any social or political relevance.

To illustrate a loss of orientation in a cultural perspective, van Oenen 
brought up example of ‘wandering’, a tactic of psychogeography. How-

ever, I think this example is imprecise since the derive is a tactic used 
exactly to map out and challenge the passive experiences and influences 
in a public space. In that sense it is deliberate loss of orientation to op-
pose routine and order in ones behavior.

In the context of public space, van Oenen sees interpassivity as the 
radicalization of the modern ideal of interactivity and points out the 
relation between interpassivity and transformation of the public sphere 
into an object of ‘security concerns’.13 The modern citizen still feels in-
volved, but is rather detached, that is: no longer feels capable to act 
in public space, but instead attaches itself to continuing public policy, 
without intervening in this process.14 In relation to statements by Žižek 
and Pfaller, van Oenen made a clear distinction by characterizing inter-
passivity as the delegation of activity, not passivity - ‘a delegation neces-
sitated by an acute sense of being overwhelmed by interactive engage-
ments and obligations.’15

An example in connection to non-governmental activities would be a 
citizen who through periodical donations to a non-governmental orga-
nization, such as Greenpeace, may have a feeling that NGO engages on 
behalf of a donor, to protect the environment from radioactive waste or 
bring down the level of poverty in Africa, while the donor can continue 
other more pleasurable activities, that on the contrary may indirectly 
lead to the results that one tries to avoid or resolve in a first place. A 
donor identifies with the cause of an NGO’s (we save the planet), while 
in actuality does nothing more than sympathizing with the cause or aim. 
In the case of an NGO, and this is especially true in the case of the big-
ger NGO’s, most of the donations are being spent on the administra-
tive and logistic costs of the organization and only a small percentage 

13   Het nieuwe veiligdom - de interpassive transformatie van de publieke sfeer, Gijs van 
Oenen, (Open nr.6 /(on)veiligheid/ 2004) p.8

14   idem p.16

15   Interpassivity revisited: a critical and historical reappraisal of interpassive phenom-
ena, Gijs van Oenen, (2008: International Journal of Zizek Studies, vol.2, no.2), p.6
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reaches the end of this chain, the ‘target’, if ever - imparts a donor with 
the illusion of help or contribution to a change.

All above mentioned writers noticed the ambiguity of the notion of 
interpassivity that shows the paradox of a postmodern person: delega-
tion of enjoyment or belief through the other, that at the same time acts 
as a ‘defense mechanism’. In the last decades, interactive art became 
interpassive, the active citizen became passive in order to escape inter-
pellation and hackers instead of creatively and tactically using its skills, 
deployed in mass scale programs that infect random computers, multi-
ply and resend itself, causing a system failure. While in the interactive 
phase participation by the visitor / citizen was required, in its interpas-
sive phase it is no longer needed.16 The process of creating a work still 
requires activity, but contemplating it is entirely passive, since the work 
engages or consumes itself.

In some cases the viewer is only needed to trigger the installation which 
then consumes itself, while the viewer again becomes a witness of a self-
engaged machine or installation. That process can be seen in the sound 
installation of Edwin van der Heide and Marnix de Nijs ‘Spatial Sounds’, 
where a machine is triggered by motion sensors which detect the move-
ment of the viewer who is entering the space. The machine, embodying 
a long arm equipped with a speaker, awakens when an intruder (viewer) 
approaches its space, like a mad dog, it follows the movement of a view-
er in an ever faster rhythm, spinning around, broadcasting loud sounds, 
until a viewer decides to leave the machine’s territory. In terms of tech-
nical issues, one can state that the machine is interactive. However this 
interactivity is rather limited, leaving an observer with the feeling of 
trespassing the machine’s autonomous space and contributing only to 
the self-engagement of the machine. The viewer can interrupt this self-
engagement by leaving the space and thus leaving the machine on its 
own.

16   Interpassivity revisited: a critical and historical reappraisal of interpassive phenom-
ena, Gijs van Oenen, (2008: International Journal of Zizek Studies, vol.2, no.2), p.4

Rules of engagement

The attempt to form more open, non-hierarchical milieu and creative 
processes which would make that possible, can be traced back to end of 
60s. That was the time when artists, in the context of a heyday of social 
and political changes, attempted to abolish passive spectatorship and 
turn it into active participation. It was a time when the strict separation 
between the forms demanded by modernism had been replaced by an 
intermedial mashup. Since the 1960’s, interactive art and installation 
provided opportunities for physically engaging the viewer in a work of 
art.17 Physical involvement can be seen as an essential aspect of the so-
cial change that was taking place at the time. 

This ‘interaction’ was also addressed as ‘participation’ or creating a situ-
ation or event. Situationists International outlined this already in the 
end of the 50s, beginning of the 60’s as did Fluxus. Guy Debord pro-
claimed, during the founding conference of Situationist International 
in July 1957: 

17   Viewers as Producers, Claire Bishop published in Participation,  Whitechapel and 
MIT Press, 2006, p. 10
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‘ First. We believe that the world must be changed. We desire the 
most liberatory possible change of the society and the life in which 
we find ourselves confined. We know that such change is possible 
by means of pertinent actions. Our concern is precisely the use of 
certain means of action, along with the discovery of new ones 
that may more easily be recognized in the sphere of culture and 
manners but that will be implemented with a view to interaction 
with global revolutionary change.’18  

Guy Debord formulated a radical social critique and also a radical cri-
tique of the media society. It rejected creating aesthetic objects in favor 
of socially constructing situations aimed not at art but at life—this was 
long before happenings and performance were discussed in the art con-
text.
The term ‘interaction’ underwent continuous transformation in the 
years between the participatory happening and Fluxus actions of the 
1950s and early 1960s and the interactive new media art of the 1980s 
and 1990s. The transformation mainly resulted in a change from open 
to closed frameworks / systems. The interaction was taking place in very 
different ways, for example as an object, in the context of a situation 
or through a technical medium. In the simplest case, the recipient can 
modify an object created by an artist, such as in the kinetic art of the 
‘60s. More complex interaction structures resulted from the combina-
tion of text or sounds which required the active role of the recipient in 
object-like form or as a musical score, in order to let the work develop 
at first place. This transition to participatory forms has been exemplary 
represented in the interaction of Cage’s model for the happening. John 
Cage’s use of random factors makes each performance the premiere of a 
play, in which each performance is unique. In his piece ‘4’33’, which con-
sists of four minutes and thirty-three seconds of silence, the outcome 

18   Report on the Construction of Situations and on the Terms of Organization and 
Action of the International Situationist Tendency, Guy Debord, translated by Tom Mc-
Donough; from ‘Guy Debord and the Situationist International: Texts and Documents’ 
(MIT Press: 2004) p. 29

entirely depends on the conditions of public performance (noise made 
by the audience and performer, the surroundings). The performers and 
the audience are therefore not directed to a perfect reproduction, but 
are free to experiment and to create a new experience. Cage’s concept 
of interactivity stems from an aesthetic and ideology leading to the dis-
solution of the boundary between author, performance and audience. 
That was why he deployed media technologies like radio, tape recorder 
and, later, computer — through the information structures of these de-
vices, the interference of musical production and reception became pos-
sible.19 Intermedia becomes, then, the ideal of an overcoming of genres 
and techniques. Similar development can be observed in Allan Kaprow’s 
concept of the happenings, which are also based on open interaction. 
They are meant for the participants, who are no longer labeled as the 
audience, but participants who create their own aesthetic experience 
themselves. Thus the result depends on steps taken by participants, that 
are there to interact with each other and set the framework for action 
- here communication is a central factor in the aesthetic experience. 
Just as in Cage’s performances, this also leads up to the abolition of 
the borders between author, participants and audience. By the 90s, the 
social notion of interaction was replaced by a more technologically and 
media-based definition of interactivity. While in the 60s the media were 
still regarded as one of several means that can be employed, a turn taken 
place in the 1990s, when media technology was widely spread and domi-
nated cultural, social and political fields. Also during the early 60s social 
forms had been appropriated as a way to bring art closer to everyday 
life. The emphases were on collaboration and the collective dimension 
of social experience.

The aim of a dissolution of boundaries between artist and audience, 
and the abolition of the distinction between production and reception, 
have many in parallel to the political demands of the uprisings in the 
end of the 60s, namely for consumers to take over the means of pro-

19   Strategien der Interaktivität, Dieter Daniels, published online: http://www.hgb-
leipzig.de/daniels/vom-readymade-zum-cyberspace/strategien_der_interaktivitaet.html
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duction. Already by 1963, the Fluxus News-Policy-Letter no.6 published 
a list of situations for the potential instigation of riots. However, the 
actions listed were never carried out and function merely as Fluxus pro-
paganda.20 

The attempts observed in the 60s show the desire to exceed the elitist 
environment of bourgeois culture, and instead affect the mass media 
and replace the hierarchic structure with ‘rule-free discourse’.21

Artists and activists in the 60s still believed in the emancipatory role 
of the media and regarded the media as one of several means employ-
able to achieve the socio-cultural utopia of a transformed society.22 The 
people who created the magazine ‘Radical Software’ were one of such 
groups that attempted to democratize the de-centralized broadcast-
ing structures by the deployment of video on cable television or on the 
street. In the first issue of Radical Software Magazine published in 1970, 
Gene Youngblood had written: 

‘The media must be liberated, must be removed from private  
ownership and commercial sponsorship, must be placed in the 
service of all humanity. We must make the media believable. We 
must assume conscious control over the videosphere. We must 
wrench the intermedia network free from archaic and corrupt 
intelligence that now dominates it.’23 

20   Sabotage as a Means of Artistic Performativity by Justin Hoffman, published in 
‘Legal / Illegal - Art beyond Law’, p.202

21   idea first expounded by Jürgen Habermas 

22   Interaction, Participation, Networking Art and telecommunication, Inke Arns 
published online: http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/themes/overview_of_media_art/com-
munication/print/

23   The Videosphere by Gene Youngblood in ‘Radical Software’ vol.1. no.1 1970, New 
York;

This statement might sound ironic in 2010, since indeed the media has 
been ‘placed in the service of all humanity’ to such extent that we no 
longer are inseparate of a life without them. On the contrary, the media 
have not been liberated, despite the diverse attempts, but have been 
even further commercialized and marketed as consumer goods / chan-
nels. If the artists / activists of the 60s called for the access to the media, 
50 years later, social, political, economical changes emanate from media 
technology, and thus are embodied in predesigned systems that dictate 
those rules of engagement. Still, many artists, hackers and activists use 
the so-called social media to communicate, to organize, or simply to 
congest the existing channels. 

Another practice in the field of arts that emerged along with social / po-
litical changes that cumulated in the end of 60s was conceptual art. The 
abandonment of modernism, the dematerialization and the intersection 
with an expanded range of social life were among the various leitmo-
tif of conceptual art that focuses its practice on actions and processes 
along the lines that conjoin the arts, everyday life, and politics.24 Artists 
such as Hans Haacke, Martha Rosler, Barbara Kruger, Sanja Iveković, 
Ewa Partum contested the more traditional artistic practice and shifted 
it towards the social and / or political dimension. While conceptual art 
in Western Europe and America were mostly dedicated to institutional 
critique of exhibition and display, artistic practice in Central / Eastern 
Europe (that is still relatively unexposed in the art historical context) 
has been seen as an opposition to state controlled art forms. For many 
artists in the Central / Eastern Europe conceptuality gave the possibil-
ity, whether by use of language25 or philosophical discourse, not to con-
form to state-supported art forms and allowed them to create a field for 
social action and involvement.26 

24   Conceptual Art, by Sabeth Buchmann

25   see works of Jaroslaw Kozlowski, Poland and Mladen Stilinović, ex-Yugoslavia

26   Language, Reality, Irony: The Art Books of Jaroslaw Kozlowski, by Luiza Nader; 
published in  Art after Conceptual Art;
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One of the artists who through her practice made essential contribu-
tions to socially engaged art practices and critical feminist positions, 
was Martha Rosler.

In the first years of her artistic practice she often focused on women’s 
unpaid, underpaid and maintenance labor, thus exposing the questions 
of value and institutionality that critique the condition of everyday life 
as well as art.  Through her numerous works and projects, traversing 
diverse working methods from the documentary to the performative, 
the literary to the organizational, Rosler has progressively sought ways 
to reconnect the private and public spheres, domestic space and media 
culture and the urban environment in confrontation with the shifting 
political and economic realities. One of her projects that has been re-
cently re-staged in Casco, Utrecht ‘If You Lived Here…’27 forms part of 
this practice but stands out for its complex array of activities, consisting 
of a cycle of three exhibitions, a book, open forums and public events 
such as film screenings and poetry readings.

Rosler was invited to Dia Art foundation for a solo exhibition, but in-
stead she involved diverse groups of people — artists, advocacy and ac-
tivist groups, homeless people, community groups, squatters, school-
children, architects, urban planners and journalists, many of whom were 
already dealing with the questions the project raised. By the gesture of 
inviting and involving many different social groups, Rosler broke the 
privilege and hierarchy of an artist and that of the highly recognized 
art institution, and thus constituted a radically different approach. In 
defiance of the territorial question of art versus non-art, a number of vi-
sual materials, ranging from painting, photography, videos, newspapers, 
advertisements and data graphs to architectural models and temporary 

27   If you lived here still..., an archive project restaged in Casco - Office for Art, Design 
and Theory, Utrecht from 17 january until 14th march 2010 
http://www.cascoprojects.org/?show=&entryid=254
original project with the same title took place in 1989 Dia Art Foundation in New York 
City

offices and library spaces, filled the exhibition hall. The exhibition pro-
gram went beyond the usual “art gallery pattern.” Rather than it being 
a contemplative field for a set of objects and documentary representa-
tions, ‘If You Lived Here…’ transformed the gallery into a terrain that 
supported participation and intervention and thus created a new situ-
ation of collective empowerment.28 The huge crisis in housing in the 
mid- to late- 1980s in New York (as well as the rest of USA) that led 
to an explosion of homelessness, was the setting chosen by Rosler. Al-
though Rosler admits that many artists and artists groups tackled this 
theme at the time, none of them were acting in New York and there-
fore it was an urgent issue to deal with. Rosler saw the rapid growth of 
homeless people, together with an aggressive gentrification process as a 
consequence of neoliberalism, where housing was no longer a right, but 
privilege. The situation mimicked the Great Depression, stated Rosler. 
At the same time there were many community groups, activists and the 
like, getting organized, along with the homeless people (who able to oc-
cupy and sleep for around 120 nights in  City Hall Park). The organized 
homeless groups were also one of the first groups approached by Rosler 
that were interested in participating in the project.29 At that time of the 
exhibition in 1989, there were many who did not recognize this project 
at first view as artistic project. Even although certain concepts were 
not accepted by DIA (among them: a shelter with beds for homeless 
and a billboard with the text: “Who can stop the developing invasion? 
The people united can!”), but what was most important was that Rosler 
was able to conjoin so many diverse groups and individuals, who were 
actively contesting the rules and the systems. Years later in an interview 
she said about her practice:

I gave up painting because I wasn’t interested in having things 
that hang on a wall where people would quietly come and look at 
them. I was looking for something much more active. And that’s 

28   from Casco promotional material on the exhibition “If you lived here...”

29   Martha Rosler in conversation with Damon Rich and Daniel Whiley at e-flux on 
16th November 2009;
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why I began to make photomontages, and postcard novels that 
were sent through the mail, and events that might take place 
in an art gallery but were concerned with everyday life like a 
garage sale, a transaction that people would ordinarily engage 
in, something they recognize. And the terms of the exchange are 
about something they also recognize. I have done a lot of work 
about food because it is something that we all understand and 
can appreciate even as an aesthetic object. I don’t fetishize these 
things in the events or installations-- the food or the Garage Sale 
clothing -- but I do like people to take a step back every once in 
a while and think about how these items and practices function 
in our society. For me the concept of an exhibition is very fluid 
because it might consist merely of things that people take away.

Martha Rosler on becoming an artist;30  

On the occasion of opening of the exhibition in Casco, Utrecht in Janu-
ary 2010, forum was also organized with different people involved in 
fields of the arts, architecture, planning and housing politics.

One of the people raising concerns about the way artists can be used 
by city planners to ‘upgrade’ unpopular neighborhoods (so called prob-
lematic districts), was Friso Wiersum from the Hidden City project (De 
Verborgen Stad).31 He gave the example of one neighborhood in Utre-
cht where 6000 people are living and about 270 art projects are taking 
place. The neighborhood is about to be ‘restructured’ and is being per-
ceived as underdeveloped. That means in terms of city planners: major-

30   Martha Rosler in conversation with Felicia Herrschaft, november 2004; published 
on http://www.fehe.org/index.php?id=571

31   The Hidden City is a discussion series in the Utrecht districts: Ondiep-Zuilen, Utre-
cht Noord Oost, Lunetten, Dichterswijk, that will examine global issues locally.  Some 
of the  questions raised on the debates are: Which citizenship fits with what district? 
Which cultural initiatives play a role in the district? What function occupies the area of 
the city and what doe it mean for the residents? Are residents proud of their neighbor-
hood?

ity of residents with low income, often with migration background, high 
criminality and minimal social and cultural facilities. To make the neigh-
borhood more attractive, to stimulate potential newcomers, as well as 
encourage citizen participation and exchange, many artists have been 
invited to work in and develop projects that people from the neighbor-
hood can participate in, or in the very least, that these projects become 
visible in the direct surroundings. The concept behind this strategic plan 
introduced by local city council, where through these projects, anony-
mous residents turn into community, and through this process, anticipa-
tion of criminality will be lowered, new cultural places will be formed 
and residents can learn new creative skills. During research conducted 
by The Hidden City among residents of the neighborhood, only a few 
of the 270 artists’ projects (that actually tried to reach the community 
with their projects) have been recognized by the residents. Two issues 
emerge here: city council and city planners function here as interpassive 
agents, as they delegate the tasks and goals/desired outcomes to the 
artists32, hoping that artists will solve disfavorable problems and make 
the neighborhood appear more attractive (which may help city gentri-
fication plans) and artists in their turn show detachment from the local 
community and lack of engagement in local social, political issues, or I 
should rather state: disinterest and incapability (with exception of the 
few that have been recognized by local residents). Another problematic 
issue is that, if an artists decides to cooperate in a (local) government 
/ institutional project, she or he participates within a framework of 
rules set by local government / institution. Thus the artist’s engagement 
within the given field is already preconditioned by the rules. How not 
to become a tool? How to deal with the rules? Simply accept them and 
work with them accordingly, or subversively hack them from within? If 
one chooses the last option, first an artist must become aware of all the 
different ‘fields of interests’ and acknowledge that one is working on 
an intersection of different power structures (tensions) where different  

32   In addition, the city council has been delegated  at first place (through elections) by 
city residents to represent their interests and organize diverse issues in the city; what 
can be observed here is delegation by the delegated;
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interests clash. Additionally, the above example of artists’ participation 
in that Utrecht neighborhood can be analyzed according to Gijs van 
Oenen outlined symptoms that lead to interpassivity: loss of autonomy, 
outsourcing of capabilities for action in public life, dialectic of engage-
ment and detachment, and lack of orientation.33 

In the original project by Martha Rosler, exactly the same concerns had 
been raised that were at that time clearly visible in the end of ‘80s in the 
neighborhood of SoHo, New York.34 The re-staged archive in Casco had 
a different concept (as it was more an archive of the project), showed 
these topics remain urgent for diverse groups and artists to analyze, ex-
change experiences, open the possibility to cooperate with each other, 
and hopefully plan events and interventions that may further expose 
and challenge both the artists’ involvement in the gentrification process 
and the level of engagement by (grassroots) communities.  

To fully understand the range of conceptual art and its impact, one has 
to also take into account developments in Central Europe, which were 
taking place in very different political settings than in Western Europe 
or North America.

One of the key figures of early conceptual and feminist art in Central 
Europe is Ewa Partum. She has staged performances, ephemeral actions, 
experimental films and installations; Partum has long been preoccupied 
with questioning the autonomy and legality of the public space, par-
ticularly concerning the role of the female artist in the public discourse 
within the oppressive political system of a Communist state.35 In a space 
located at the Artists Association Club she founded gallery ‘Adres’ in 
1972, one of the most significant galleries for mail art and art theory. For 

33   see chapter Illusion of interactivity and interpassive fallout, page 14

34   SoHo - post-industrial rundown neigberhood that was, mainly due to artists projects 
participation, in rapid tempo upgraded to fancy, fashionable, cultural hotspot, on the 
end driving out the artists who could not afford to live or work there anymore;

35   from publicity materials of Manifesta 7, 2008

Partum it was a place that allowed her to connect with the world - she 
started with a piece of paper - the manifesto. After sending out the call 
to 150 contacts in Poland and abroad, inviting artists to submit propos-
als, she got many responses in the form of letters, project descriptions, 
photos, and books. One year later, Artists Association got annoyed with 
her exhibitions, since no paintings nor sculptures had been shown, and 
expelled her from the space.  She then moved the gallery to her flat. 
Partum was also the first Polish woman to perform nude and in 1980, 
announced that she would perform naked until female artists got equal 
rights in the art field. By performing naked, she was making public, a 
value statement about being a female artist, basing her art and its vocab-
ulary on her specific experience as a woman, and connecting her artistic 
gestures with political statements and a visible presence in the public 
sphere.36 A woman who undresses in public, appears as an enemy, lack-
ing human emotions - she endangers patriarchal structures (the family 
model). Only after she left for Berlin in 1982, did she realize that the na-
ked body makes a whole different statement in context there, than the 
one in Poland in the ‘70s and ‘80s. Her turning towards feminism, was 
conditioned by a male dominated and often hostile art scene. Despite 
her projects, she was not appreciated as a conceptual artist. This was 
the motivation for her to go beyond the art which she was creating until 
then, to talk about something that is not only about art, but is linked 
with reality. The project “The Legality of Space” was the conceptual 
installation made by Partum in 1971 at Plac Wolności (The Freedom 
Square) in the centre of Łódź, consisting of street signs ‘Silence’ ‘It is 
forbidden to forbid’, ‘Consumption forbidden’ ‘Do not touch’ and the 
like. It was a remarkable intervention given the fact that any form of 
public expression was subject to censorship and political situation was 
already tense. Today the intervention on the photo looks innocent. But 
at that time going out onto the streets had a meaning, and public space 
was guarded by many restrictions. When she was asked how she man-
aged to persuade a clerk to realize this project, she answered:

36   Aneta Szylak curator of The Legality of Space exhibition in the Wyspa Institute of 
Art in Gdansk; 17.06 - 31.08.2006.
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In the Department of Culture there was a guy who did not agree. 
I went to him with a tape recorder and said that I will record 
him  and disseminate the recording in the galleries around the 
world, how he does not allow a young artist to practice. He got 
afraid. The party political activists were forbidding different 
things, but they did not want to appear as someone who takes 
away the initiative from young people. Conceptual art was a 
field that was incomprehensible to them. Often, I managed to ex-
tricate a trick. I said to them that it is not art for capitalists, be-
cause it’s not decoration, but the development of the imagination. 
And that it is all about ideas, not material issues, we know that 
the capitalist world is based on the exploitation of man by man.37

Ewa Partum  “Legality of Space” Łódź, 1971 

37   from an interview with Ewa Partum in Wysokie Obcasy, Gazeta Wyborcza, 14 
August 2006

Communist authorities did not find feminist claims legitimate. Accord-
ing to them, women were already liberated and were treated equal. Fem-
inism was thought of as resistance to capitalist exploitation and sexual 
objectification, therefore not needed in communist Poland. Even fellow 
women artists in Poland had difficulty with Ewa Partum’s work. Never-
theless, Partum’s work remains a powerful and poetic source of resis-
tance and criticism in the dominant vocabularies of the public domain.

Similar statements and interventions have been made by Sanja Iveković. 
From 1970 on, she commented upon and intervened in, the Yugoslav 
state socialism and (after the breakup of Yugoslavia) the nationalist 
social and political reality, constantly eroding the boundaries between 
private and public, the individual and the collective. To address the 
image of women, increasingly transformed by (mass) media, she often 
juxtaposed the image of her own body with images of women from ad-
vertisement and illustrated magazines. She used her own image not to 
tell personal story, but rather to show that fixed identity is a fiction and 
identities shift under influence of the environment.38

Iveković’s understanding of the manipulative power of images dates 
back to one of her best known performances, Triangle (1979). In an act 
of civil disobedience against the ban on sitting on balconies in Zagreb 
during a visit by President Tito, Iveković installed herself on the balcony 
of her apartment with a book and a glass of whisky and simulated mas-
turbation. This triggered the expected outcome – a person surveying 
the buildings from an adjacent rooftop notified a policeman, who then 
rang the artist’s doorbell and asked her to return inside.  She managed to 
remain on the balcony for 18 minutes. The performance is documented 
in four photographs.

38   Sanja Iveković in conversation with Magdalena Ziółkowska published in the catalog  

‘Practice Makes the Master’ on Iveković’s exhibition in august 2009, Łódź, Poland
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The action takes place on the day of the President’s visit to the 
city, and it develops as intercommunication between three per-
sons:
1. a person on the roof of a tall building across the street from my 
apartment;
2. myself, on the balcony;
3. a policeman in the street in front of the house.
Due to the cement construction of the balcony, only the person on 
the roof can actually see me and follow the action. My assumption 
is that this person has binoculars and a walkie-talkie apparatus. 
I notice that the policeman in the street also has a walkie-talkie.
The action begins when I walk out onto the balcony and sit on a 
chair, I sip whiskey, read a book, and make gestures as if I per-
form masturbation. After a period of time, the policeman rings 
my doorbell and 
orders the ‘persons 
and objects are to be 
removed from the 
balcony.’39

Documentation of ‘Triangle’ 
1979

39   Sanja Iveković, Museum of Contempo-
rary Art, Zagreb 1998, page 27, performed 
on 10th of May 1979 in Zagreb.

By testing the borders she addressed how private space is kept under 
public observation, and how the state can see a private, sexually explicit 
act as a threat to public well-being. Act of masturbation during the po-
litical spectacle in that context manifests as an act of female sexuality in 
a situation where the body ‘should’ be subject to the general discipline 
of political behavior, its strong manner disturbs the system of roles, 
which the regime restricts its citizens.  

In addition, the act of masturbation performed in a semi-private and 
- simultaneously - a semi-public space, stopped by the authorities, re-
vealed that the border between these two spaces does not exist. The 
system is totalitarian, because it dictatorially sets the role of the body 
(in this case women) in both private and public space. A space of free-
dom, even in relatively liberal countries, is only to keep up appearances, 

women’s sexual activity is not 
accepted if it is not part of the 
established rules and needs.

In her more recent work ‘Sun-
glasses’ she is reproducing im-
ages of models advertising sun-
glasses for well known fashion 
labels. She appropriates these 
advertisements by adding the 
personal story of a women, 
with whom she gets in contact 
through local Women’s Support 
Organizations. During Iveković’s 
exhibition in BAK40 the series 

40   Urgent Matters, a two-part solo ex-
hibition by Sanja Iveković in BAK, basis 
voor actuele kunst in Utrecht and the 
Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven;
18 April - 2 August 2009; 
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of ‘Sunglasses’ were containing short stories by women who have been 
abused. The posters are usually distributed in the public space or pub-
lished as advertisements in magazines.  By changing the context and 
deploying this project into public / media space, confusion is being 
raised. It is not clear whether it is still an advertisement for sunglasses 
or a campaign that raises awareness about domestic violence. The series 
titled ‘Women’s House’, that ‘Sunglasses’ is part of, is an ongoing long-
term project initiated in 1998 
that has been shown in many 
countries worldwide. Wom-
en’s House deals with violence 
against women, an issue that is 
still hidden in Croatia, as well 
as in other countries. Iveković 
wanted to develop a new 
type of work, one in which 
women who experienced vio-
lence were not just artwork’s 
subjects but rather its active 
participants. In the end, she 
had chosen a process that in-
cluded a workshop in which 
plaster casts were produced of 
the women‘s faces, along with 
short life stories they wrote 
themselves.  

Another step in the project 
was to appropriate media im-
ages, as Iveković’s intention 
was to subvert the assump-
tions implied in the discourse 
of the mass media using its 
own language.

I have found that aesthetics are inseparable from politics. (...) 
The position of an artist differs from that of an activist, but rath-
er than separating the two activities, we can see them as circles of 
human activity that overlap in a relatively small area, and that 
is the area in which I try to do most of my work. (...)  I collabo-
rate with activist organizations because I think that they offer ef-
ficient models of production that can expand the rather confining 

borders of the art world. It’s not 
only a matter of empowerment, 
but also of the wish to encourage 
a fertile dialogue between activ-
ities that, lamentably, generally 
remain quite far removed from 
one another–art and activism.41

In every country where 
Iveković is invited to work, 
she tries to engage the local 
sociopolitical context. In a 
recent exhibition in Poland, 
she shifted the topic on a 
poster to address abortion. 
The same advertisement 
images were still used, but 
instead of it depicting do-
mestic violence, stories of 
women who underwent 
abortion (banned in Poland) 

41   Sanja Iveković in interview with 
Katarzyna Pabijanek, december 2009, 
published online: http://www.artmar-
gins.com/index.php/interviews/541-
qwomens-houseq-sanja-ivekovic-
discusses-recent-projects-interview  
accessed on 21st March 2010

‘Sunglasses’ poster concerning access to 
abortion in Poland, 2009

‘Sunglasses’ poster concerning domestic 
violence in Italy, 2004 
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have been published. The posters were distributed in the public space 
of major Polish cities. The original meaning of the photography based 
on commodity fetishism - a product and a woman as an object of desire 
- gives way to an alternative space of political criticism. Iveković trans-
lates this into politics, so that a blank image that serves to arouse desire 
and drive capitalism, becomes a space of protest and resistance. Fetish 
becomes a political entity. Iveković releases the models from their com-
mercial functions and assigns them a political significance.

The practices of Rosler, Partum and Iveković are exemplary of artistic 
execution on the intersection of social and political paradigm in post-
60s society. Raised on the fundamentals of social change, having strong 
beliefs in shaping, structuring and challenging existing rules of society 
from a marginalized positions - Rosler, Partum and Iveković were pre-
cursors in merging conceptual arts with social participation and ad-
dressing politically charged issues in a public space and thus precursors 
of a mediator.

Their relation to media is ambivalent: on one hand they question how 
far media are being used for social conditioning, and at the same time 
they are examining how much these media can be used to create new 
public and social links and structures and thus can be turned into their 
opposite.  

After a short period of consternation in the (art) market, the attempt 
of conceptual art to transgress the set of rules -by transformation of 
its audience and distribution, abolishing commodity form and object 
status - has been fully embodied (back) in the (art) market. Ever since, 
diverse mutations of conceptual art - being named as post- or neo- - are 
striving to challenge the boundaries and position itself beyond art. To 
a certain extent, the aim of conceptual art has failed. But that was not 
an isolated single failure. Just as the arts have been subject to commer-
cial expansion and conditioned by mass media normativity, social move-
ments striving for change have been polarized: in most cases they have 

been either institutionalized or marginalized.

The end of the ‘60s utopia was triggered by various dynamics that led 
to marginalization of some of the groups or individuals and caused the 
loss of wider support. The process developed into criminalization and 
resulted in the radicalization of activist and social groups that in  turn 
was caused by repression and further detachment from their support-
ers. The most strong example would be Rote Armee Fraktion and Bewe-
gung 2 Juni, founded indirectly due to repression and radicalization of 
student movements in the end of the 60s in West Germany.
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Creativity without resistance

The failure of social transformation has been channeled and interwoven 
into many artistic practices of the last decades. The trauma (of failure) 
led many artists and curators to rework ideas and high-flown hopes 
from that failure in the arts. The outcome is clearly visible in the most 
recognized art exhibitions such as Dokumenta, Manifesta and Venice 
Biennale.

Even though the urgency to deal with the diametrical changing world 
and the need for social practice is even more valid, new emergent artists 
and students in European art academies, rather draw back to the burden 
of modernism. Possibly one of the causes is that the new generation was 
born and grew up in 80s and 90s, in the era of expanded media and neo-
liberalism. The generation of the 60s and 70s draw their engagement 

from the burden that the Second World War has left, and processes that 
had been set in place after the war. While they demanded the radical 
change of structures and political awareness that has been set in the 
post war period, the generation of now seem to be cut off from any 
social, political urgency. Instead, it re-orients its attention to address 
the ideological discourses outside of modernist framework, and instead 
of focusing on what conditions control the experience of everyday life, 
many choose (or have been conditioned) to step back into the practices 
of caterer of aesthetic goods, end-user or consumer. This is especially 
visible in the Netherlands, where abstraction in arts is particularly vis-
ible and politicized forms of art evacuated. From the new generation 
in the Netherlands only a few can be named who establish their prac-
tice on the intersection of social / political or socially critical processes. 
This condition can be caused not only by the deep omnipresence of the 
(mass)media, but also by the capitalist paradigm of the (art) market.

Since social interaction has been mostly replaced by technological inter-
action, many (new media) artists embrace technological tools without a 
deeper critical approach. This process might be also conditioned by the 
fact that during the educational process in many European academies, 
students are exposed mostly to corporate software / hardware and tech-
nology developed first by / for military, while open source is not given 
enough attention. This is how enslavement forms / shapes future artists. 
Those with a potentially critical approach end up servicing the very 
enslavement that they are supposedly criticizing. When artists continue 
their search for aesthetic boundaries with the resources of military-de-
veloped technology, unaware of this schism, their approach is limited by  
naiveity and opportunism.

‘Capitalism wants all of us, body and soul - our entire lives. For 
this reason alone, it is insufficient to specialize exclusively in ar-
tistic procedures like “conception” or “expression”, as tough that 
meant being on the safe side. For procedure alone cannot guaran-
tee “resistance” or “critical stance”, hopelessly involved as it is in 
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current requirement profiles. In my opinion, possible ways of es-
caping present day interpellations are located on a different plane. 
The decisive point is how artists act in general - and not only on 
the plane of their artistic procedure- that is, whether they readily  
make all their cognitive and emotional capabilities available, as 
is demanded of them with the bio-political turn, or selectively 
refuse these interpellations, without, of course, ever being able to 
step fully outside them. Artistic procedure may be imbued with 
“life”, but in the end , what counts is how a life is lived.’
Isabelle Graw in Conceptual Expression42

Social / political movements that expanded in the Netherlands from the 
sixties on, were viewed as exemplary by many individuals / groups all 
over the world. Especially the Provo’s and squatting movements were 
highly influential on latter social / political grassroots groups and helped 
establish semi-autonomous initiatives within contemporary society. 
However, from the mid -eighties on, the movement started to shrink, 
together with its number of supporters. One of the reason for this oc-
currence lies in fact that diverse groups started to be more and more 
hermetically closed for to outsiders and so also for potential newcom-
ers. Today many groups are still active, however the number of people 
involved in these groups is much lower and cannot be compared to the 
heyday of social movements in the seventies. This again is partly caused 
by the institutionalization of earlier ad hoc groups and marginalization / 
criminalization of the others. It is striking that many of these groups ac-
tive in the Netherlands, despite their constant renewal (flow of people 
joining), still prefer to stick to concepts and tactics introduced from 
sixties on. Especially the groups that claim to be progressive and radi-
cal, tend to function in a rather conservative way - without analyzing the 
situation of here and now and adapting to constantly altered situations. 
These groups exercise a reenactment of old tactics, oftenly not generat-

42   ‘Conceptual Expression. On Conceptual Gestures in Allegedly Expressive Painting, 
Traces of Expression in Proto-Conceptual Works, and the Significance of Artistic Proce-
dures’, Isabelle Graw in Art After Conceptual Art, p. 133

ing the desired effect, as their target is conditioned by a different set 
of rules, then in previous decades. To conduct a successful action, one 
has to constantly analyze the given situation and think of new tactics, 
so as to take the other side by surprise. It is an infinite game with loose 
and constantly shifting set of conditions (for example, state control ap-
paratus, adjusted laws, surveillance methods etc). When a new tactic is 
being used, it gives more possibility to achieve a desirable effect, as well 
as diminishing the possibility of repression or direct counteraction. It 
would be underestimative to state that all activists in the Netherlands 
are incapable of carry-
ing out a tactical action. 
On the contrary, there 
are groups, especially 
those active in animal 
rights and migrants 
rights, who carry out 
successful, tactical ac-
tions. What makes 
these groups distinctive 
from others is that they 
are relatively new activ-
ists groups, that formed 
in the last two decades 
and did not carry the 
burden of the 60’s and 
70’s, as in the case of 
squatters. 
The reenactment of 
tactics are also visible 
in the aesthetics used 
by today’s activists. To 
illustrate this, I chose a recent poster, a 
call for an action to squat the Queen’s 
palace on the Dam square in Amsterdam, during the 1st of December, 

poster / flyer - call for action 
‘kraak het paleis’ 2009
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2009. The action was one of many, planning to oppose possible crimi-
nalization of squatting rights43 and has many symbolic levels: 
- the royal palace is symbolically owned by the Dutch queen;  
- squatting of the palace as a symbolic act to prevent homelessness of 
the squatters is formulated on  postulates addressed in 1980 during ac-
tion that was supposed to disturb coronation of the queen; 
- the action itself, despite its threatening tone being also symbolic, as it 
took place in front of the palace and not a single attempt was made to 

squat it; For com-
parison, a poster 
that was distrib-
uted 30 years ago 
during the corona-
tion of the queen 
on 30th April, 
1980, when a pro-
test against poor 
housing conditions 
and against the 
monarchy in gen-
eral occurred;

To make things 
clear: the activists 
who organized the 
action on 1st De-
cember 2009, are 
an entirely new 
generation that 
were too young to 
actively participate 

43   the law proposal has been passed at Tweede Kamer (The House of Representatives), 
and been approved  very recently by Eerste Kamer (Senate) The new law will be formally 
signed by the queen and implemented most likely in autumn 2010;

in the protests of 1980 and in many cases, not yet even set on the world 
at that time. 
How is it possible that people who are willing to struggle for social 
change and communicate its position to the broader public, who are 
aware of visual language from 30 years ago, fully embed this language 
without any alteration to the current situation?

To whom was this action addressed? Aside from the activists, only jour-
nalists attended this ludic performance.

To paraphrase Isabelle Graw: activists’ procedures may be imbued with 
“activism”, but in the end, what counts is how an action is conducted.
During the writing of this chapter, I was hesitant as to whether I should 
use harsh criticism towards social political groups, which I myself par-
ticipate in. I have found that I am not alone in this criticism. Franco 
‘Bifo’ Berardi, who has been an activist himself, addressed similar con-
cerns when writing about crisis and exhaustion of all activism.44 He fur-
ther questions in his text:

Shouldn’t we set ourselves free from the repeated and failed at-
tempt to act for the liberation of human energies from the rule of 
capital? Isn’t the path towards the autonomy of the social from 
economic and military mobilization only possible through a 
withdrawal into inactivity, silence and passive sabotage? 45

These questions could be just as well directed towards artists, as they, 
along with activists, find themselves in a similar deadlock. The issue 
that Bifo questions is an escape from interpellation and his careful pro-
posal considers interpassivity as a possible outcome. It is a question that 
addresses tactical desubjectivation, and seeks to transgress the limits.

44   Precarious Rhapsody. Semiocapitalism and the pathologies of the post-alpha genera-
tion, Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi, p. 126

45   idem

poster ‘kraak de kroning’ 1980
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From disposition to transformation: 
new tactics on the verge

Despite the situation described in the previous chapter, during the last 
two decades in many regions all over the world, diverse initiatives run 
by activists, artists, hackers - have been set to alter the common ways 

that lives are lived (or are conditioned under which they are lived). Re-
sistance became as transnational as capital, mainly due to internet ac-
cess, which triggered the rapid sharing of information and eased mo-
bilization. Flexibility, mobility and networked organization influence 
traditional notions of an artist, an activist, a hacker, and these singular 
notions became interchangeable and thus a hybrid, merging these differ-
ent disciplines. This hybridization is partly preconditioned by capitalist 
paradigms. Just as artists / designers, during their educational process, 
get to know the four aspects of design - interdisciplinarity, multimedial-
ity, interactivity and conceptuality - the same aspects have been extend-
ed to other fields, including activist’s and hacker’s practices. A hacker is 
no longer solely the person hacking into a computer, just as an activist is 
not just the person marching down the street with a banner in hand. We 
became designers of Gesamtkunstwerk, an all-embracing form. There 
were other definitions introduced before that already merge two of the 
above mentioned, such as a hacktivist - but to coalesce all three notions, 
I propose the use of mediator. Mediator that is an intervener and trans-
poser-in-flux, rather than a negotiator or a neutral party - an active force 
in the transformation paradigms. Mediation happens constantly during 
the creative process, from existing concept through merging disciplines, 
employing media, and later during output, engaging on dynamic levels, 
opening ways for participation. The mediator forms in-between zones, 
interfacing where events are generated, created and triggered. They oc-
cupy the verge, rather then the middle, creating hot spots (nodal points) 
where processes become prolific.

There are numerous groups and individuals that function within the 
intersection of different disciplines, employing creative tactics, such as: 
the strategy of electronic civil disobedience that transfers civil disobe-
dience into the sphere of electronic data, interventions within corpo-
rations mimicking the very dynamics of neoliberalism, occupation of  
public space to turn it into a social hot spot, hacking surveillance tools 
and exposure of the authoritarian gaze in a public sphere.
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The concept of electronic civil disobedience was introduced by the art-
ists’ group Critical Art Ensemble (CAE) in 1996 and is based on the 
assertion that a non-violent strategy of civil disobedience, which tem-
porarily disturbs the functioning of corporate headquarters and other 
power centers by blocking access, is no longer adequate today. Busi-
nesses have become transnational corporations operating globally, in-
creasingly shifting from concrete locations to the nomadic electronic 
data-stream of cyberspace, thus avoiding intervention by civil disobe-
dience. CAE maintained that resistance should no longer be aimed at 
blockading physical locations, but should block the actual information 
flow. Many other projects use this virtual blockade tactic. 46

Another internet-based project, BorderXing guide, incipient in 2001, 
records illegal border crossings inside and outside Europe, that two 
people (who created the project) carried out themselves. BorderXing 
guide sets out to provide instructions for crossing borders without pa-
pers. The information that is posted on initiator’s website, using pho-
tographs, detailed notes, maps and comments on the individual routes, 
is not available to all Internet users. The Western European who wishes 
to gain access to the project has to travel in person to one of the ‘social 
servers’ (places with public Internet access) available world-wide that 
has been trusted by the initiators as safe — even the founder himself 
had to depend exclusively on these contacts on his travels to gain access 
to the Internet. The social servers ranging from universities to migra-
tion rights groups and are listed on the project’s website. This principle 
of ‘reverse authentication’ also calls to the everyday experiences of peo-
ple crossing borders illegally.

One of the most recognized artist-activist groups, ‘The Yes Men’, also 
started their successful interventions from setting up the website which 
resembles the World Trade Organization official site. Despite opening 

46   Social Technologies - Deconstruction, subversion and the utopia of democratic com-
munication, by Inke Arns; accessed on 21 January 2010 http://www.medienkunstnetz.
de/themes/overview_of_media_art/society/1/

the site under the old name of WTO - GATT containing parody of neo-
liberal discourse, many people have been repeatedly fooled and some 
have taken it seriously. This has resulted in the Yes Men being invited 
to conferences and television programs as representatives of the WTO. 
To their surprise, while their lectures during official meetings have not 
been disguised as a parody, people attending, were not even conscious of 
the critique. By deploying a satirical approach and posing as corporate 
or governmental executives, they make shocking and ridiculous com-
ments, as well as using to their advantage, the interpretation of their au-
diences, the same way corporate or government entities perform, using 
media (news and talk-shows) to communicate their results. The Yes Men 
did not limit their tactics to just mimicking official WHO representa-
tives, they also created a fake website for multinational corporation Dow 
Chemical, that owns Union Carbide, the company responsible for the 
chemical disaster in Bophal, India that killed thousands of people and 
permanently disabled more then 40,000 people. To this day no one has 
yet been prosecuted for this, nor has Dow Chemical taken any respon-
sibility in handling the environmental pollution, and they have paid only 
very minimal compensation. To draw attention to this and put pressure 
on Dow, they set up a website where they disclosed details of the com-
pany’s involvement in the Union Carbide chemical plant of Bophal. Af-
terward, they released a statement on prime time news, claiming to be 
Dow representatives, announcing that Dow planned to liquidate Union 
Carbide and use the resulting $12 billion to pay for medical care, clean 
up the disaster site, and invest funding to research the hazards of other 
Dow products. As a direct result of this announcement Dow’s stock val-
ue declined and Dow issued a press release denying the announcement. 
However, by then the news has been spread over the globe, affecting the 
company’s stability. In a follow up in 2005, they performed again as Dow 
representatives at the International Payments Conference, where they 
presented an Acceptable Risk Calculator (and its mascot) to banking 
professionals.  Acceptable Risk Calculator was supposed to safely pre-
dict the precise point at which profitability is threatened by danger to 
the public and in using it, it was to weigh profits against costs in human 
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life or health, thereby involving the public in the decision-making pro-
cess, of whom to place at risk, and where to locate risk globally. 47 Video 
of this presentation, documents how these banking professionals take 
the proposal very seriously and seem to not suspect anything when they 
are invited to photograph themselves next to a golden skeleton. Identity 
correction is what the Yes Men call their tactic: impersonating big-time 
criminals in order to publicly humiliate them.48 To this day, they have 
created many other hoaxes, hacking into corporate and governmental 
structures and exposing their lies, addressing issues that are relatively 
unspoken. They continue to create confusion in order to stimulate re-
flection on social and economic conditions.49

Another project that I bring to attention is Hamburg’s Park Fiction50 
which created a temporary autonomous zone in a public sphere of the 
city, by hacking into the structures of the city and transforming it to 
a community platform. Park Fiction is a local group of people drawn 
from various backgrounds (musicians, artists, local residents) who came 
together to oppose gentrification in their neighborhood of St. Pauli in 
Hamburg, Germany. Local city council authorities, along with commer-
cial real-estate developers, had a plan to re-develop the waste-ground 
area on the hill on the river bank over-looking the Hamburg harbor into 
offices/shopping space. St. Pauli is a neighborhood with very limited 
public space. The place is also located close to Hafenstrasse, a street on 
which many building were squatted in the 80s, and many battles have 
been fought to defend it. Most of these houses have been turned into 
social housing projects run by ex-squatters, thus preserving their non-
commercial, political and social functions. The local groups and individ-
uals decided to oppose the expanded gentrification in their neighbor-
hood and turn the area into public park. When negotiations with a local 

47   http://dowethics.com/risk/index.html#ARC accessed on 10th of May 2010

48   http://theyesmen.org/ accessed on 23rd March 2010

49   Legal / Illegal p.210

50   http://parkfiction.org/  accessed on 25th March 2010

politicians by the network of groups came to dead end, they formed ex-
perimental collectives to anticipate what activities should take place in 
the park. Inspired by Situationist texts, along with writings of Lefebvre, 
conceptual art and public interventions, they were searching for differ-
ent ways to operate with the aim to engage public space as a field of dis-
pute.51 In their own words, they started collectively producing desires, 
through exhibition, lectures and the like in the neighborhood. At first 
they staged Activities Anticipating the Park on the slopes of a space 
they were fighting for, consisting of open air cinema, slide shows.

We developed a process that was open and approachable by any-
one who wished to take part in planning for a real place connect-
ing arts  and social movements without falling into the trap of 
taking the “legal” bureaucratic path. This planning process was 
supplemented by a program we called Infotainment, which in-
cluded lectures on parks and politics, parks and their ideological 
backgrounds (...) When the politicians finally entered the scene 
they found themselves in a complex field where they had diffi-
cultly moving.  For a short moment in time we made the rules 
of the game. We had a lively idea of what we were doing and 
firm ground under our feet. They were in the “stupid” position, 
looking like what they are, boring people who just block things, 
which they did. 52 

The process of back-and-forth pushing with local city council and cul-
tural board lasted 9 years. During the years,  Park Fiction became a place 
of tension between authorities and collectives that led to occupation of 
a nearby empty hospital, weekly demonstrations and a violent bashing 
by the police. As a result of this strategic tension that was followed by 
another negotiation round, the project received a budget and started 
another project  - ‘The Planning Process Like a Game’ - that involved 

51   The City is Unwritten - urban experience and thoughts seen through park fiction, by 
Christoph Schäfer; accessed on 3rd April 2010  http://inthefield.info/unwritten.pdf

52   idem
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giving out game-boards, which described the access point where one 
could be involved in the process.   

We opened a planning container that held the Modeling Clay 
Office, a telephone hotline for people who were inspired late at 
night, a garden library, and a project called the Archive of De-
sires. There was also the Action Kit—a mobile planning office 
with questionnaires, maps, dough, dictaphone, fold-out harbor 
panorama, and instant camera to capture ideas. 53 

In 2001, a building underneath the Park Fiction was bought by another 
investor, who immediately cut down the trees in front of the houses 
along Hafenstrasse and month later fenced off part of the park and 
hired security guards. After this, another mobilization took place to de-
fend the project. Then the city organized a special event at the place, 
called  Media Night, part of the national congress. This became the mo-
ment where support from various sides converged again. An anonymous 
person created a letter that mimicked the City Development Company 
(STEG), inviting all the people from the neighborhood for a glass of 
champagne during the Media Night. In the afternoon before the event, 
police blocked the entire area and prevented residents from going in or 
out of their homes. Protesters were beaten, while the arriving congres-
sional visitors were shocked by what they witnessed. On a huge screen 
nearby, the film ‘Park Fiction — desire will leave home and take to the 
streets’ was projected from one of the houses, right above the heads of 
police lines. After these events, participant groups were formed that or-
ganized a well-received press conference, analyzing the protest and the 
dynamics that attempt to prevent gentrification. The investor received 
negative press and never held another event on this location.
In 2003, two components (islands)54 have been officially opened in the 

53   The City is Unwritten - urban experience and thoughts seen through park fiction, by 
Christoph Schäfer; accessed on 3rd April 2010  http://inthefield.info/unwritten.pdf

54   Each island was designed by a different group of people and had different func-
tion. The group chose only general function of the park and selected favorite designs. 

park. Aside from the activities in the public space, other parallel initia-
tives have been organized such as the  international congress ‘Unlikely 
Encounters in Urban Space,” that proposed the basis for the Institute 
for Independent Urbanism:  

The institute will explore constituent practices that avoid ad-
dressing the state directly, in favor of street-level investigations 
for connecting arts and social movements, engaging in alterna-
tive forms of science, squatting land, and otherwise challenging 
dominant systems of urban planning. 55

Park Fiction archive, previously presented on Dokumenta 11 in 2002, 
has been exhibited during the congress. Shortly after the Archive was 
shown at Dokumenta, after years of oppositions - developers and city 
council backed down and gave the green light to officially open the Park 
in 2005.  What is significant about the Park Fiction project, is that the 
concept was based on integrating artists, designers, programmers, re-
searchers, and shop owners, in a non-hierarchical rhizomatic open pro-
cess.

The major success of keeping the place alive and turning it into Park 
Fiction lies in the wide support and intervention that led to amplifica-
tion of the project, as well as development of new forms and tactics and 
game deployment. 

Benjamin Gaulon aka Recyclism exercises a different form of tactical 
transposition . His main focus is related to issues of e-waste, obsoles-
cence and the disposable society on a practical and theoretical basis. 
Besides giving workshops on hardware hacking and recycling, he also 
aims at interventions / performances where the audience plays an active 

Through this approach, Park Fiction claimed a public space for the non-commercial 
production of the neighborhood’s desires.

55   The City is Unwritten - urban experience and thoughts seen through park fiction, by 
Christoph Schäfer; accessed on 3rd April 2010  http://inthefield.info/unwritten.pdf
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part. His research and practice seeks to establish an inter-disciplinary 
practice and collaboration by creating bridges between art, science and 
activism, by doing so, shifting the boundaries between art, engineer-
ing and sustainable strategies.56 In one of his projects ‘2.4Ghz™ from 
surveillance to broadcast’ he uses wireless video receivers to hack into 
wireless surveillance cameras. Nowadays, the wireless video receiver 
is a widely available consumer product, that is designed for domestic 
use with surveillance cameras. He used his device while walking around 
different european cities, hijacking and recording all the signals from 
surveillance cameras in a public sphere, device can intercept. On his 
website, there is a vast collection of footage he has recorded and ar-
chived to date. Another part of this project is disclosure of the recorded 
footage, by mounting a box with the receiver in a public space, such 
as a lamp or traffic light. By making this tactical move, he allows the 
general public to confront the surveillance and helps them realize the 
impact of this invasion on their privacy. Recyclism employs the tactic 
of converting the tool into weapon that is being used back against the 
very surveillance systems. By exposing it, he weakens the control appa-
ratus and allows a consumer to (temporarily) gain power over a control 
system. The disposition turns into transposition. It also makes explicit 
how vulnerable the control system is, if anyone with access to wireless 
video receiver can either receive or broadcast the signals and therefore 
is no longer an observation target, but also conscious observer.

Despite diverse scope of all the projects I described above, they can be 
characterized by an open-ended form of participatory interaction and 
/ or involved tactical mobilization. The projects are also good example 
of individuals / groups that do not solely operate within one discipline, 
but by overlapping disciplines and by constantly rethinking employed 
tactics, manage to transgress, even if its only for a short moment. 

56   http://recyclism.com/statement.php  accessed on 10th May 2010.

Disease, mutation and other forms of 
tactical malfunction

diagnosis 

There is a potential in creating the conditions where new connections 
and combinations can be drawn. This potential lies in mutation, when 
viruses coalesce and inhabit the cells of their host. If in the mainstream 
society mutation has a threatening tone, there is a reason for this. In 
preset regimes of coding and decoding (subjectivation), mutation is a 
crucial tactic in avoiding interpellation. The practice of the mediator 
is vulnerable as their processes are constantly deterritorialized through 
interpellation and institutionalization into the capitalist system. Ap-
propriating the past through repetition (duplication) as described in 
previous chapters, only strengthens the process of de/re/territoriali-
sation. We must be aware of that. The process of mutation should be 
spontaneous and not induced, as induced processes may be controllable 
(although even in that case, break-out might be possible). Through the 
act of mutation, the subversion of new ways of thinking, rather than the 
territorialisation (submission) are being set into motion. Upheaval can 
be stimulated in an act of flight, a drift - a deliberate betrayal of rules 
and orders. Through constant actualization of connections, new ener-
gies are being released that help creative and tactical evolvement. Just 
as mutation, the definition of interpassivity depends on its context. In-
terpassivity as the result of a constant call for recognition from  institu-
tional and governmental systems is a tactical mutation that transgresses 
the limits (constitutes de-subjectivation). Interpassivity as the result of 
overconsumption and indecision is a cannibalistic mutation that multi-
plies itself within its own limits, and that can nevertheless overcome its 
own disposition by mutating with the other through a viral process.
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Interactivity is not an antonym for interpassivity, rather interpassivity is 
interchangeable with the notion of interactivity and at times becomes 
its conscious ‘on hold’ modus in which other transformations can take 
place and at times replaces interactivity entirely. Both processes do not 
require spectators, but spectators, transformed by these processes be-
came participants by default.
To mutate is to grow over institutionalization, over governmentaliza-
tion, over typical notions of political engagement and typical defini-
tions of art, avoiding dominant language - it is to move oneself into a 
meta level.
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